
Cleared for Takeoff 
(Pentecost lessons from the airport terminal) 

  

 

This Jesus God raised up, and of that all of us are witnesses. 

Being therefore exalted at the right hand of God,  

and having received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit,  

he has poured out this that you both see and hear. 

 (Acts 2:32-33) 
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I love airports, my image of the terminal is one of excitement, merging with people I’ve never 

met, each of us in our various Arrivals and Departures converging at this hub, crisscrossing in a 

moment never to be repeated. We’re from places all over the globe, the diversity of languages 

and customs apparent, and we will soon depart for destinations equally diverse.   

 

The airport terminal seems to me a wonderful picture of the church’s Pentecost experience. All 

these people gathered from the Jewish diaspora into the surrounding nations, speaking so many 

languages as they converge upon the terminal that was Jerusalem, the hub of their faith. After 

Pentecost they will depart in a spray of itineraries, crisscrossing the three continents of the 

ancient near east: Africa to the south, Asia to the east, and Europe to the west. Jerusalem was just 

the place for this International Terminal, sitting at the nexus of those three continents.   

 

And this I find especially fascinating about the airport terminal, that equally all who are there are 

outsiders. None of us belongs. None of us make our home there. We are, equally, outsiders. But 

we don’t feel like we’re outsiders, because we realize that we’re all outsiders! 

 

How oddly worded is this place of passing through! It’s called a terminal, but there’s nothing 

terminal about it. We don’t end our journey there. The terminal is never the destination, but only 

a conveyance toward our destination. For that reason I think that the Terminal is a wonderful 

image of Pentecost, Peter’s sermon a conveyance, a sending forth of new Christians into the 

world in the Name of Jesus Christ, the crucified and risen One.   

 

The terminal is a place of waiting -- sitting, conversing, shopping, eating, drinking, reading, 

thinking, dreaming -- until the moment when you board and pack your luggage in the overhead 

bins and settle in to hear, one more time, the flight attendant’s instructions on how to fasten and 

release your seat belt. Then, at long last you hear the pilot say that we are Cleared for Takeoff.   

 

That’s Pentecost! The moment when the Church, waiting in the Terminal for 10 days, since 

Ascension Thursday, was at last, Cleared for Takeoff. 

 



I wonder, what is your first remembrance of an airport? My first flight was at the age of 14, 

flying alone to Little Rock’s Adams Field from San Antonio in 1968 on Braniff Airline. After 

our family had visited the World HemisFair, the official 1968 World’s Fair, my parents let me 

stay over in San Antonio for several days with a family friend, arranging for me to fly home. 

What a memory! A stewardess, as they were then called, gave me a card identifying me as a 

Junior Pilot for Braniff Airlines. I was so proud of that card, showing it to all my friends.  (Check 

out the footnotes to this sermon, as I’ve collected the stories of others and their first flights!) 

 

Most terminals back then were cinder block type buildings, very conservative in style, and I 

recall that the people looked like they were in church, dressed in their Sunday best. But things 

would change rapidly through the 60s and 70s.  

 

The threat of terror was, of course, non-existent. In the climax of the Steve McQueen movie 

Bullitt, made the same year of my first flight in 1968, he pursues a suspect in one of the most 

famous cinematic car chases of all time, ending on the tarmac at San Francisco International 

Airport. The foot chase brings him onto a plane as it was boarding, and he urgently tells someone 

to “get the security guard.”  Singular. Get THE Security Guard. At San Francisco International 

Airport with a flight about to depart for Rome! It’s clearly a reflection of the lax realities of the 

day, and the blissful absence of the horrors of terrorism with which we now reckon. 

 

Geoff Dyer wrote a beautifully illustrated essay titled “Travel Day” in Harper’s Magazine. It 

includes photographs from airports around the world spanning the last six decades. I found that 

essay fascinating as it dealt with the airport terminal as an iconic image in the transition between 

past and future. That’s so Pentecost! I find it to be commentary on how we might achieve 

balance between Traditional and Progressive thought in our denominational life. 

 

Airport terminal architecture is commentary on societal change. State-of-the-art designs in the 

60s gradually began to look 

outmoded, so that some of the 

terminals at the once sleek JFK 

airport in NYC now look as 

worn out as an old pickup 

stacked on cinder blocks.  

 

I love this image of the 

terminal in which the aircraft 

lurks, ready to wing you 

toward your destination. The 

craft seems to be personified, 

its cockpit windows like eyes 

pressed against the departure 

lounge, examining its voyagers 

as if judging their readiness to 

enter the craft.  

 



Imagine those gathered on Pentecost, having converged on the hub that was Jerusalem, as sitting 

in a terminal, unaware they were about to board a craft, the church, that would take them to 

places they could not have imagined. After Peter’s sermon, 3,000 people believed, their 

conversion being the boarding pass allowing them into this craft. 

 

Scanning the boarding pass is essential to the process. That’s what clergy do when they ask 

parents at the baptism of their children, of kids at their confirmation, or couples as they stand at 

the altar to be married – they are scanning boarding passes, making sure that you are ready for 

the journey.  

 

At Pentecost the church scanned those boarding passes and Peter, the pilot, announced that the 

new church had been Cleared for Takeoff.   

 

I posed earlier the question of Traditional vs. Progressive. Our denominational family discussion 

just now seems to be, do we board this flight or not, a flight plan for the church which would 

redefine the church’s views of human sexuality? One can tell in the discussions in Annual 

Conferences, such as ours last week in Hot Springs, that we are at the gate. Some are eager to 

board and others are reluctant, sensing that we have not been cleared for takeoff.  Achieving 

balance between the traditional and the fashionable is becoming more difficult. 

 

I find it fascinating how this difficulty of balance is reflected in the evolution of the fashions of 

pilots and flight attendants. Pilots from the beginning dress conservatively, a style derived from 

military and naval heritage, and this remains reassuringly unchanged. The outfits of Flight 

Attendants, though, tell a different story, seeming more fluid, floating along with the culture.   

 

I ran this thought by a retired pilot and a former flight attendant whom I’ve known most of my 

life, Max and Reba Livingston, members at my previous congregation in Little Rock. “When I 

went with Delta in 1956 the uniform was basically a naval officer’s one, and when I retired 35 

years later, it had changed little, if any. Always (we wore) full uniform in public. Even the shoes 

were to be a certain style of Allen Edmonds. The uniforms still look the same today, 60 years 

later.” Reba’s Flight Attendant uniform, however, changed through the years. 

 

It seems to me that if on every airplane we can balance the Traditional and the Progressive, 

surely we can find a way to do that in church, some of us with unchanging styles, others adopting 

new styles. I smile at our good folk worshiping over in the Gathering, how on my visits they joke 

with me that I’m too formal. “Wear jeans,” they say.  “We’ll cut off your tie,” they jest.    

 

And I respond, no, that would be like the pilot of my next flight arriving at the airport in cut-offs 

and a T-shirt, or in a Caribbean shirt and barefoot, Pilot Jimmy Buffett ready to transport us to 

Margaritaville.  

 

Well, to conclude, I think the analogy of the terminal is worth pondering on Pentecost.  

Somehow the airline balances Tradition with Fashion. How shall we do the same?  We live in a 

fluid, changing world, always in-between, living in the tension between the Traditional and the 

Progressive. For some, progress seems agonizingly slow. For others, the pace of change is 

frighteningly fast.  



 

That tension will persist, for unlike perhaps any span of generations in human history, science 

and technology has created a more intense tension between Tradition and Modernity, so that 

constantly being challenged are some of the most fundamental of definitions by which the church 

has been guided.    

 

May God speed us on our journey, and bring us to our destination safely! 

 

Notes and sources: 

The inspiration for this sermon was the essay “Travel Day,” by Geoff Dyer in Harper’s 

Magazine, July 2015. 

 

Check out the 2004 film, “The Terminal,” starring Tom Hanks, a story inspired by the true story 

of Merhan Nasseri, who lived, stuck, in Terminal One at Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris for 18 

years (1988 – 2006).     

 

After I told of my first flight in 1968 at the age of 14, I invited our congregation to e-mail me to 

share the stories of their first flights.  Several shared with me after the service, and here are those 

I received by mail. Thanks for playing! 

 

 

(1) Carol Freeland was also 14! She writes, “So, I’m 14 and pretty sure I know it all. My 

parents surprised us at Christmas with a trip to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida . . . by air.  It’s 

1952 and no one, I mean no one I knew had ever been on an airplane! We flew out of 

John Hopkins Airport in Cleveland, Ohio directly to Ft. Lauderdale, compliments of 

Eastern Air Lines. I had a window seat much to the dismay of my brother and sister, each 

of whom had to sit with one parent. HA! There are perks to being the oldest. I recall 

watching out the little porthole type window and waving to an aunt and uncle who were 

standing on the “observation deck.” Drinks were served almost immediately…orange 

juice and sodas! My mother, a dietician, never had sodas in the house so you can imagine 

what she ordered for us! The flight was long enough that we had lunch . . . on individual 

trays with linen place cloths and napkins. Now I’m really livin’! There were small glass 

individual salt and pepper shakers. Lunch was a pork chop with escalloped potatoes and 

applesauce of course. I’m sure there was a vegetable but I don’t remember that at all. And 

apple crisp for dessert! And milk of course. Everything served on china with “real” 

silverware.  I brought a book to read but think I did very little of that as I was fascinated 

to watch life below. We were the only children on that flight. The flight crew 

(stewardesses, then) wore skirts, blouse, jackets, little hats with emblems on them, and 

high heels. How they managed to constantly serve food and drinks and find pillows and 

blankets is an unexplained mystery. After a week in Florida sunshine, we returned by the 

same carrier and route. Guess what they served for lunch! ” 



(2) Brian and Debbie Francis didn’t tell me their age, but did stress that they’ve been 

together virtually all their 

lives!  They write, “Here’s 

a picture of our first flight 

awards on Southern 

Airways. In 1968 our 

parents let us fly from 

Monroe LA to Dothan, 

Alabama to visit her older 

brother and my big sister, 

who were married and in 

the army stationed at Fort 

Rucker.  We both wanted to 

sit by the window, so we 

ended up sitting one behind 

the other on the way. I 

would have sat by her if I 

had known we were going 

to get married just a few 

short years later! 

 

(3) Roger Cannell offers us a photo from his first 

solo-piloted flight while in training at Pensacola 

Florida in the fall of 1957.  Roger was a 2nd Lt. in 

the U.S. Marines preparing to earn his wings of 

Gold and become a Marine pilot.  He calls attention 

(though I never would have) to the fact that he once 

had hair  

 

(4)  
Dennis Horvath tells of his first flight at 17 years 

old, winging his way skyward on July 17, 1958, from 

Cleveland to San Antonio in a prop job. With that, his 

Air Force career was underway. He writes, “My 

thought at the time . . . all those lights on the runway! 

I hope the pilot knows what he is doing!” That was the 

beginning of a journey filled with life terminals in 

multiples of ten: 

 

10 years later – SAC headquarters - Omaha Nebraska  

10years later - Chief Master Sargent (Pacific. 

Command) 

10 years later - City Manager 

10 years Later – Pastor, New Salem United Methodist Church 

20 years later - Hospital Service 

 

Goodness, Dennis, that adds up to a lot of years!  Glad you’re here at Christ of the Hills! 


